PEDESTAL

CBCS 059

YAMADORI (Collected near Bass Lake in 1972)

Artist/ Maker: Howard Latimer Common name: Interior Live Oak
Botanical Name: Quercus wislizeni
Date Acquired: April 30, 2019
Age: Est. 100 years In training since 1972
Evergreen:
Style: Han-kengai/Semi-cascade
The semi-cascade style, just like the cascade style, is
found in nature on cliffs and on the banks of rivers and lakes. The trunk grows upright for a
small distance and then bends downwards/sidewards. Unlike the cascade style, the semicascade trunk will never grow below the bottom of the pot. The crown is usually above the rim of
the pot while subsequent branching occurs below the rim.
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Donor: Howard Latimer

PEDESTAL

1997 GSBF Magazine

CBCS 082

CBCS 201

New pot 2021

LEGACY COLLECTION Bonsai within the Collection created by Japanese immigrants

and/or Japanese Americans and maintained in the style of the original artist in so far as that is possible to
provide an historical spectrum in keeping with the mission of a bonsai museum.
YAMADORI: literally means “collecting plants in the mountains” but is loosely translated into gathering
plants from the wild. The found plant specimen is then carefully and skillfully trained into works of art also
known as Bonsai. Yamadori is the most coveted type of Bonsai because of its unique characteristics.

This tree won the Ben Oki International Design Award in 1998.
Artist/ Maker: Sherwin Amimoto
Common Name: California Juniper
Botanical Name: Juniperus Californica
Date Acquired: 10/30/08
Age: Estimated to be 300 years +
Deciduous / Evergreen: Evergreen
Style: Sharimiki/Driftwood This style portrays a tree with a significant part of its trunk bare of
bark. In nature, trees in the sharimki style are created by disease, physical damage to the
trunk, weathering, and/or age. At least one strip of live bark must connect the leaves and living
branches to the root system to transport water and nutrients. The bare trunk areas give a
strong impression of age regardless of the the tree’s conformation, so driftwood bonsai often fall
outside of the conventional styles in shape and foliage
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Donor: Linda Amimoto

PEDESTAL

CBCS 024
Artist/ Maker: Bob Hilvers (See Biography)
Common Name: Japanese black pine
Botanical Name: Pinus thumbergii
Date Acquired: 6/20/10
Age: Estimated aged 65 years +
Evergreen
Style: Moyogi/Informal upright The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves, but the
apex, or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line.
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Donor: Bill Clark

PEDESTAL 4

CBCS 52
Original Artist: Kathy Boomsma. (See Biography)
Common Name: San Jose Juniper
Botanical Name: Juniperus chinensis “San Jose”
Date Acquired: 5/10/06
Age: 55 years+
Evergreen
Style: Han-kengai/ Semi-Cascade. The apex of the tree extends below the lip of the bonsai
pot. The semi-cascade style, just like the cascade style, is found in nature on cli s and on the
banks of rivers and lakes. The trunk grows upright for a small distance and then bends
downwards or sideways.
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Donor: Kathy Boomsma

PEDESTAL 5

CBCS 98
Original Artist: Ray Thieme reported that this was a grafted Hatanaka bonsai (See History)
Common Name: Trunk Prostrate Juniper and Shimpaku juniper grafted foliage
Botanical Name: Juniperus prostrata and Shimpaku or Juniperus chinensis
Date Acquired by CBCS: 6/2021
Age: Unknown, but given the provenance, probably 50+ years
Evergreen
Style: Twin Trunk/Sokan. Two trunks rise from a single set of roots. The base of the trunks
generally touch and may be joined to each other up to a short distance above the soil. One
trunk is usually taller and thicker than the other, and both are clearly visible from the bonsai's
front.
Donor: Bob Hilvers. (Purchased from Ray Thieme)

PEDESTAL

CBCS 018
Artist/ Maker: Original material from Kathy Boomsma extensively restyled by museum staff
Common Name: Japanese black pine
Botanical Name: Pinus thumbergii
Date Acquired: 5/10/06
Age: Estimated age 50 years +
Deciduous / Evergreen: Evergreen
Style: Bunjingi/Literati This style has a generally bare trunk line, with branches reduced to a
minimum, and typically placed near the apex of a long, often contorted trunk. This style derives
its name from the Chinese literati (scholar/artists) who created Chinese brush paintings. These
minimalist landscapes often depicted trees growing in harsh conditions, with contorted trunks
and reduced foliage.
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Donor: Kathy Boomsma

PEDESTAL 7

CBCS 025
Artist/ Maker: Leila Kasumi (restyled by museum staff post acquisition) (See Biography)
Common Name: Japanese black pine
Botanical Name: Pinus thumbergii
Date Acquired: 10/31/13
Age: Estimated to be 30 years +
Deciduous / Evergreen: Evergreen
Style: Shakan /Slanting The trunk is straight like that of a bonsai grown in the formal
upright style. However, the slant style trunk emerges from the soil at an angle, and the apex of
the bonsai will be located to the left or right of the root base. Branches will generally parallel the
ground, rather than growing at right angles to the slanted trunk.
Donor: Bill Clark

PEDESTAL 8

Intake Summer 2016

A Walk in the Forest Exhibition 2019

After Restyliing 2021

CBCS 071
Original Artist: Unknown/ Continuing: Restoration by the CBCS Staff;
Restyling Todd Schlafer 202
Common Name: Sawara Cypress (a species of false cypress, native to central and southern
Japan, on the islands of Honshū and Kyūshū.
Botanical Name: Chamaecyparis pisifer
Date Acquired: Summer 2016 Due to its poor condition, it was not accessioned until 201
Age: Unknow
Evergree
Style: Forest or Yose-ue: This style describes a planting of many trees, typically an odd number
unless too many to count easily, in a bonsai pot. The pot has very low sides, to emphasize the
height of the trees. The trees are usually the same species, with a variety of heights employed
to add visual interest and to re ect the age differences encountered in mature forests. The goal
is to portray a view into a forest, and perspective effects, such as placing the smallest trees
toward the rear, are important in developing a specimen in this style
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Donor: Richard Brustli

PEDESTAL 9

CBCS 055 LEGACY COLLECTION

Bonsai within the Collection created by Japanese
immigrants and/or Japanese Americans and maintained in the style of the original artist in so far
as that is possible to provide an historical spectrum in keeping with the mission of a bonsai
museum.

YAMADORI: literally means “collecting plants in the mountains” but is loosely translated into
gathering plants from the wild. The found plant specimen is then carefully and skillfully trained
into works of art also known as Bonsai. Yamadori is the most coveted type of Bonsai because of
its unique characteristics.
Artist/ Maker: Kenji Miyata (See Biography)
Common Name: Coastal Redwood

Botanical Name: Sequoia sempervirens

Date Acquired: 5/2017 Accessioned 9/15/17
Evergreen
Style: Clump/Kabudachi, In the clump style, three or more (should be an odd number)
trunks grow from a single point. The natural equivalent might be a group of trees that have
sprouted from a single cone, or a collection of mature suckers springing from the base of a
single tree.
Donor: Kenji Miyata

PEDESTAL 1

CBCS 006 YAMADORI: literally means “collecting plants in the mountains” but is loosely
translated into gathering plants from the wild. The found plant specimen is then carefully and
skillfully trained into works of art also known as Bonsai. Yamadori is the most coveted type of
Bonsai because of its unique characteristics
The original source for this plant is believed to be a collecting expedition to the Mojave desert
that included Harry Hirao.
Artist/ Maker: Richard Ramirez. Total restoration by Bob Hilvers and museum staff; Re-styling
and reorientation by Ryan Neil 12/18
Common Name: California Juniper
Botanical Name: Juniperus Californica
Style:Moyogi/ Informal upright
The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves, but the
apex, or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line.
Date Acquired: 5/20/09
Age: Estimated age 500 years
Evergreen
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Donor: Clark Center for Japanese Art and Culture

PEDESTAL 11

Before as Unworked Materia

After Team Styling

CBCS 124
YAMADORI: literally means “collecting plants in the mountains” but is loosely translated into
gathering plants from the wild. The found plant specimen is then carefully and skillfully trained
into works of art also known
Original Artists: CBCS Team working with unworked material
Common Name: California Juniper
Botanical Name: Juniperus californica
Date Acquired: 1/14/17
Age: Unknown
Evergreen
Style: Slanting/Shakan The trunk is straight like that of a bonsai grown in the formal upright
style. However, the slant style trunk emerges from the soil at an angle, and the apex of the
bonsai will be located to the left or right of the root base. Branches will generally parallel the
ground, rather than growing at right angles to the slanted trunk.
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Donor: Richard Ramirez

PEDESTAL 12

Unworked

Semi-cascade

Cascade
CBCS 10
Original Maker/Artist: Sam Kawaguchi (arrived as unworked material. Styled by the CBCS
Staf
Botanical Name: California Junipe
Common Name: Juniperus californic
Evergree
Date Acquired: 201
Age
Style: Han-kengai/Semi-cascade The semi-cascade style, just like the cascade style, is
found in nature on cliffs and on the banks of rivers and lakes. The trunk grows upright for a
small distance and then bends downwards/sidewards. The apex of the tree extends just at the
level of, or beneath, the lip of the bonsai pot. It does not fall below the bottom of the pot.
Kengai/Cascade The apex of a (full) cascade style falls below the base of the pot. To give
scope for the cascade shape, this style often appears in a tall, slender container not used
elsewhere in bonsai
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Donor: Helen Kawaguch

PEDESTAL 13

CBCS 084

LEGACY COLLECTION Bonsai within the Collection created by Japanese

immigrants and/or Japanese Americans and maintained in the style of the original artist in so far
as that is possible to provide an historical spectrum in keeping with the mission of a bonsai
museum.
YAMADORI: literally means “collecting plants in the mountains” but is loosely translated into
gathering plants from the wild. The found plant specimen is then carefully and skillfully trained
into works of art also known
Artist/ Maker: Sam Kawaguchi Re-styled by David Nguy Dec. 11, 2016. (See Biographies)
Common Name: California Juniper
Botanical Name: Juniperus Californica
Date Acquired: 3/09
Age: Estimated to be 250+ years
Evergreen
Style: Shakan/Slanting
In nature a result of the wind blowing in one dominant direction or
when a tree grows in the shadow and must bend toward the sun, the tree will lean in one
direction. The trunk is straight like that of a bonsai grown in the formal upright style. However,
the slant style trunk emerges from the soil at an angle, and the apex of the bonsai will be
located to the left or right of the root base.
Donor: Helen Kawaguchi

A tokonoma, typically found in a traditional Japanese home or tea house, is
a recess or alcove, often a few inches above oor level, for displaying
owers, art and ornaments. The typical display features a harmonious,
usually seasonal, arrangement of a hanging scroll, and a bonsai, chabana
(simple ower arrangement) or suiseki (special viewing stone). Three point
displays include an accent that may be a complementary small plant, stone
or sculpture

HANGING SCROLL
“Bird on a Maple Branch
On Loan from Linda Jacobse
SUISEKI (Viewing Stone) :
“Waterfall” in Daiz
Collector: Harry Hirao
Sierra foothills around
Murphys, C
Donor: Harry Hirao Estat
SHITAKUSA: a small potted
plant used as an accent to a
bonsai or suiseki in a seasonal
tokonoma displa
“Wood Hyacinth”
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(Ledebouria Socialis Violacea
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SUMMER TOKONOMA DISPLA

PEDESTAL 14

CBCS 083

LEGACY COLLECTION: Bonsai within the Collection created by Japanese

immigrants and/or Japanese Americans and maintained in the style of the original artist in so far
as that is possible to provide an historical spectrum in keeping with the mission of a bonsai
museum.
Artist/ Maker: Dennis Makishima (See Bio)
Common Name: Japanese Black Pine
Botanical Name: Pinus thumbergii
Date Acquired: 5/2009
Age: Estimated to be 65 years+
Evergreen
Style: Moyogi/ Informal upright
The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves, but the
apex, or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line.
Donor: Dennis Makishima

PEDESTAL 15

CBCS 041 LEGACY COLLECTION:

Bonsai within the Collection created by Japanese
immigrants and/or Japanese Americans and maintained in the style of the original artist in so far
as that is possible to provide an historical spectrum in keeping with the mission of a bonsai
museum.
Artist/ Maker: Bruce Hisiasu
Common name: Japanese Black Pine
Botanical Name: Pinus thunbergii
Date Acquired: 2019
Age:
Evergreen:
Style: Slanting/Informal Upright?
Donor: Bob Hilvers

PEDESTAL 16

CBCS 135
Nursery stock from Henderson Garden acquired by Howard about 1971-72 in 5 gallon can at
least 20 years old.
Artist/ Maker: Howard Latimer Restyled by Ryan Neil Jin carving by Will Baddeley
Common Name: Cedar of Lebanon
Botanical Name: Cedrus liboni
Date Acquired: 4/2017
Age: Estimated 65+
Evergreen
Style: Informal Upright (Naturalistic Style) /Moyogi,The informal upright style is common in both
nature and in the art of Bonsai. The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves, but the
apex, or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line.
Donor: Howard Latimer

PEDESTAL 1

CBCS 08

Hiroshima Peace Tree Forest (See the story)

Artist/ Maker: Bob Hilvers
Common Name: Camphor
Botanical Name: Cinnamomum camphora
Date Acquired: 5/21/20
Age: 1 year
Evergreen
Style: Yose-ue/Forest This style describes a planting of many trees, typically an odd number
unless too many to count easily. Usually the pot has very low sides, to emphasize the height of
the trees. The trees are usually the same species, with a variety of heights employed to add
visual interest and to reflect the age differences encountered in mature forests. The goal is to
portray a view into a forest.
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Donor: Green Legacy Hiroshima Peace Tree Project

PEDESTAL 18

Transformation of style from intake to traditional to contemporary bonsai style.

CBC 143

YAMADORI literally means “collecting plants in the mountains” but is loosely
translated into gathering plants from the wild. The found plant specimen is then carefully and
skillfully trained into works of art also known as Bonsai. Yamadori is the most coveted type of
Bonsai because of its unique characteristics.
Original Artist/ Maker: Chuck Nelson

Restyled by Ryan Neil

Common Name: Olive
Botanical Name: Olea europaea
Date Acquired: 4/2017
Age:
Evergreen
Style: Shakan/Slanting
In nature a result of the wind blowing in one dominant direction or
when a tree grows in the shadow and must bend toward the sun, the tree will lean in one
direction. The trunk is straight like that of a bonsai grown in the formal upright style. However,
the slant style trunk emerges from the soil at an angle, and the apex of the bonsai will be
located to the left or right of the root base.
Donor: Chuck Nelson
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PEDESTAL 1

Left: The Ernie Kuo bonsai before it lost the smaller of its twin trunks.
jin. Right: As it is in 2021 in the current exhibition

Center: Smaller trunk turned into a

CBCS 096.
LEGACY COLLECTION: Bonsai within the Collection created by Japanese
immigrants and/or Japanese Americans and maintained in the style of the original artist in so far
as that is possible to provide an historical spectrum in keeping with the mission of a bonsai
museum.
The Golden State Bonsai Federation’s Clark Bonsai Collection at Shinzen was honored to be
chosen to receive an Ernie Kuo California Juniper on permanent loan from the National Bonsai
& Penjing Museum in Washington DC.
Artist/ Maker: Sze Ern “Ernie” Kuo (See Biography)
Common Name: California Juniper

Botanical Name: Juniperus Californica

Date: Permanent loan 3/16
Age: Collected in 1980 from Tehachapi Mts, 8 years in training on 10/1/90
Evergreen
Style: Slanting/Shakan In nature a result of the wind blowing in one dominant direction or
when a tree grows in the shadow and must bend toward the sun, the tree will lean in one
direction. The trunk is straight like that of a bonsai grown in the formal upright style. However,
the slant style trunk emerges from the soil at an angle, and the apex of the bonsai will be
located to the left or right of the root base. Driftwood/Sharimiki This style portrays a tree with
a significant part of its trunk bare of bark. In nature, trees in the sharimiki style are created by
disease, physical damage to the trunk, weathering, and age. At least one strip of live bark must
connect the leaves and living branches to the root system to transport water and nutrients. The
bared trunk areas give a strong impression of age regardless of the tree's conformation.
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Donor: Loaned by National Bonsai & Penjing Museum in Washington DC.

PEDESTAL 20

CBCS 01

The Del Monte Ogre

Sponsor: Rick Dyck (8/22/19-8/22/2

The “Del Monte Ogre” was thus nick-named by the staff of the old Clark Center for Japanese Art
and Culture, the original home of the Clark bonsai Collection, due to its misshapen appearance.
This Coast Live Oak presents a powerful image. In studying this tree we are intrigued by its
gnarled, scarred trunk. What happened? It appears as if the trunk was actually broken off at
the base in some past catastrophe with the tree regenerating a new trunk around the stump. It
was collected from private property, with the permission and cooperation of the owner, in the Del
Monte forest near Paci c Grove.
LEGACY COLLECTION Bonsai within the Collection created by Japanese immigrants and
Japanese Americans
Artist/ Maker: Katsumi Kinoshita
Common Name: Coast Live Oak
Botanical Name: Querkus agrifolia
Date Acquired: 4/10/09
Age: Estimated age 100 years +
Deciduous / Evergreen: Evergreen
Style: Moyogi/ Informal upright
The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves, but the
apex, or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line.
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Donor: Katsumi Kinoshita

PEDESTAL 2

CBCS 00
Artist/ Maker: Unknown Extensively restored by museum staff
Common Name: “Cork Bark” pine
Botanical Name: Pinus thumbergii “Corticosa”,
Date Acquired: 4/30/06
Age: Estimated age 30 yrs.
Deciduous / Evergreen: Evergreen
Style: Moyogi/ Informal upright
The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves, but the
apex, or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line.
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Donor: Golden State Bonsai Federation

PEDESTAL 22

CBCS 002
Artist/ Maker: Believed to have been originally styled by Kathy Shaner (See Biography)
Common Name: Japanese Black Pine

Botanical Name: Pinus thumbergii

The Japanese black pine is a native of Japan and is arguably one of the most classic of bonsai
pine species. The Black Pine is a very vigorous tree that is commonly grown in Japan in parks
and ornamental gardens where impressive heights of up to 25 feet and an outreaching spread
of 20-35 feet are commonly reached. An outstanding, small, irregularly-shaped Pine with
exceptionally dark grey-green, five to seven-inch-long twisted needles that are presented in
groups of two. Though the needles are naturally quite long, the needle-size can be reduced in
length with the use of bonsai pruning techniques. The bark of the trunk can be a purplish-grey
that becomes very craggy and fissured with age.
Date Acquired: 4/30/06

Age: Estimated age: 30 yrs.+

Evergreen:

Style: Shakan /Slanting
As a result of the wind blowing in one dominant direction or when
a tree grows in the shadow and must bend toward the sun, the tree will lean in one direction.
The trunk can be slightly bent or completely straight, but still be thicker at the bottom than at the
top. The slant style trunk emerges from the soil at an angle, and the apex of the bonsai will be
located to the left or right of the root base. Branches will generally parallel the ground, rather
than growing at right angles to the slanted trunk
Donor: Golden State Bonsai Federation

PEDESTAL 23

201

202

CBCS 125. LEGACY COLLECTION.
Masayuki Ikeda was the father of Mel Ikeda, well known bonsai artist. His businesses
included farming, carpentry (self-taught), a poster company, Salinas Farms and the rst
bonsai nursery in the LA area. He is thought to be the rst to use procumbens“Nana”
juniper for bonsai. He collected California junipers with Harry Hirao beginning in the
1960’s in the San Bernadino Mountains (Palmdale/Lancaster/Red Rock Canyon).
Original Artist/ Maker: Masayuki Iked
Common Name: California Junipe
Botanical Name: Juniperus californic
Date Acquired: Fresno Bonsai Society Yard Sale 12/201
Age: Collected in the 1960s from the Tehachapi Mountain
Deciduou
Style: Moyogi/ Informal upright The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves, but the apex,
or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line
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Donor: Mel Iked

PEDESTAL 24

Pygmy cypress only exist in two colonies, one on the Monterey Peninsula and one on the
northern California coastal terraces near Point Arena. There has been genetic testing to
determine whether this is actually a Mendocino cypress which is just small because it lived in
poor soil or a pygmy cypress which is a closely related but independent species all its own.
Some of the genetic testing has discovered that some of them, depending on their range, are
more closely related to Monterey cypresses than Mendocino cypresses. Cross breeding in wild
colonies of trees is not unusual. It is interesting to note that this naturally small tree is a mature,
full-grown tree. It is often referred to as a “natural bonsai.” If you look closely up in the branches,
you will see that it has cones for reproduction. Some of the research done on the pygmy
cypress by the University of Stanford has discovered that some pygmy cypresses that were 18
inches tall and 5/8 inch in diameter were 75 years old. These are protected in the wild because
some estimates suggest there may be fewer than 100.000 in the world.

CBCS 053
Artist/ Maker: Bob Hilvers
Common name: Pygmy Cypress

Botanical Name: Cupressus pigmaea

Date Acquired: 11/20

Age: Est. 150 Years

Evergreen:
Style:
Donor: Bob Hilvers

PEDESTAL 25

Befor

After Ryan Neil’s Styling

CBCS 27
Artist: Ryan Neil. (See Biography)
Common Name: Sierra Juniper
Botanical Name: Juniperus occidentalis
Date Acquired: November 2017 Unworked material
Age: Unknown
Evergreen
Style: Informal Upright/Moyogi: The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves, but the
apex, or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk’s entry into the soil
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Donor: Scott Chadd

PEDESTAL 26

Monterey Pine at the time of its intake, after initial restyling and later restyling by Ryan Neil

CBCS 097

LEGACY COLLECTION Bonsai within the Collection created by Japanese
immigrants and/or Japanese Americans and maintained in the style of the original artist in so far
as that is possible to provide an historical spectrum in keeping with the mission of a bonsai
museum.
Artist/ Maker: Katsumi Kinoshita Restyled by Ryan Neil
Common Name: Monterey Pine
Botanical Name: Pinus radiata
Date Acquired: Summer 2016
Age:
Evergreen
Style: Moyogi/ Informal upright
The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves, but the
apex, or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line.
Donor: Richard Brustlin

PEDESTAL 27

Original Forest Style

CBCS 001

After restyling by Ryan Neil due to
the death of the secondary tree.

LEGACY COLLECTION

SPONSOR: Helen Kawaguchi

This bonsai is one of the original four bonsai that formed the beginnings of the Clark Center
Bonsai Collection. Bonsai number one was a favorite of Bill Clark, founder the of the Clark
Center for Japanese Art and Culture, the original home the Clark Bonsai Collection dating back
to 2004. Due to its favored status and popularity with visitors, it has been on almost continuous
display in the number one position in exhibits, regardless of theme. This forest bonsai was
inspired by the redwood forests of the region’s national parks, including carving the top of the
tallest tree to look like a lightning strike. After 14 years on display, the secondary tree died and
the forest required re-arranging and restoration, which was done by the current Visiting Bonsai
Master, Ryan Neil, In 2018.
Original Artist/ Maker: Sam Kawaguchi (See Biographies)
Common Name: Needle Juniper
Date Acquired: 5/14/04

Restyled by Ryan Neil

Botanical Name: Juniperus foemina

Age: Age of oldest tree approx. 60 yrs.

Evergreen
Style: Forest or Yose-ue: This style describes a planting of many trees, typically an odd number
unless too many to count easily, in a bonsai pot. The pot has very low sides, to emphasize the
height of the trees. The trees are usually the same species, with a variety of heights employed
to add visual interest and to reflect the age differences encountered in mature forests. The goal
is to portray a view into a forest, and perspective effects, such as placing the smallest trees
toward the rear, are important in developing a specimen in this style.
Donor: Helen Kawaguchi

